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Hello, Truecaller users if you want to download Truecaller Premium Mod Apk then don't leave this page, because today here we know more about Truecaller Premium Mod Apk [Gold Features] deeply. Truecaller is one of the most popular caller IDs, SMS, spam blocks &amp; payments app and Truecaller Premium Mod Apk Gold version is the same as the normal version, but
Truecaller Premium has a lot of additional features that you clearly like, so let's take a look and learn more about Truecaller Premium [Gold version]. And another good news is that we are offered a direct download link where you can download this Apost very easily. Truecaller Premium Mod ApkUnlock Gold Features.No features. See Who's looking at your Profile.Safe
version.What's the new Truecaller Premium Mod ApkTruecaller Premium Mod APK is one of the well-featured Truecaller mod apps. If you want to download the APK file for the latest version of Truecaller Premium Mod, you are in the right place where you can download Truecaller Premium Mod directly by clicking the download button. We also offer its mirror download links to
download it from a fast server. If the direct download speed is slow, you can download the app from the suspensive server for quick download. Truecaller Premium Mod Apk is a modified application by Truecaller that has added some additional features that the official app cannot offer such features. Download Truecaller Premium Mod APK. As you know, almost every smartphone
user now uses Truecaller. It has been used by low-level mobile users as well as smartphone users, and there is a high chance that you will use it. You do, don't you? If yes, you should know better about Truecaller Premium, where you get great features. If you want to know and use these features, you will fall in love with Truecaller Premium. Download Truecaller Premium Mod
Apk latest version it is a safe version and quite safe to use. ConclusionsTut, which we have discussed before, Truecaller Premium Mod offers a lot of feature that Truecaller's official doesn't. Download now Truecaller Premium Mod completely free of charge and the good news is this Pro Mod Apk lifetime valid, which is to cool down. So, if you're happy with using this Pro Apost,
keep visiting MegaModApk.com for the next updates, 250 million people rely on Truecaller for their communication needs, whether it's calling id or blocking spam calls and text messages. It filters out the unwanted and allows you to connect with people who matter. With a community-based spam list updated by millions of users around the world, Truecaller is the only app that can
help you make your communication secure and efficient. Powerful Dialer:- The world's best caller ID identifies anyone calling you - Block and Phone Marketers - See names of unknown numbers in call history - Call recording - Record important calls and save them on your phone - Flash Messages - Share location, emoticon &amp; status in no time at all Know when your friends
can talk for free - Back up call history, contacts and settings to Google DriveSmart SMS:- Automatically detect all unknown text messages - Automatically block spam and telemarketing SMS - Block name and number sequencesTruecaller Premium - Update and get access:- Record calls - Know who has viewed your profile - Possibility to view Profiles privately - Get a Premium
badge for your profile - 30 contact requests per month - No adsTruecaller doesn't have full dual SIM support!*Truecaller won't upload your phone book to make it public or searchable*-----------------------Od feedback? Type support@truecaller.com or go leave a comment / Unrated / Administrator full screen caller ID - ISO! PRO 15.1.10 Apk ISO! The Android full screen caller ID allows
you to set full-screen caller ID images for incoming and outgoing calls instead of the caller's default ID screen with small images. We believe that if you have a georgeous HD screen ... Full screen caller ID – ISO! PRO 15.1.10 Apk Read more » Leave a comment / Unrated / Admin My Backup Pro 4.7.0 Apk MyBackup Pro is very easy, but a feature compressed, backup for Android.
Most supported content and most Android devices. Back up (with the schedule option) and restore to cloud (Rerware or Dropbox) or locally to your device/SD card. Support the most content including apps, photos, music, videos, contacts, ... My Backup Pro 4.7.0 Apk Read more » Leave a comment / Apk, Uncategorized / By admin ES File Explorer Professional/Premium Apk Do
you live or work in low-sign mode? Then it's an app for you. With this app, you can get a good suggestion for cellular energy and find out which corners of your workplace or residence have the most effective reception. You too... ES File Explorer Pro/Premium 4.2.3.1 Apk Read more » Leave a comment / Apk, Uncategorized / By admin Magisk Supervisor 7e133b0c construct 296
Apk Magisk supervisor is magic masks to system-free change. Magisk works systemlessly and does not modify or change your system partition. If you want to set up banking software, or if you want to set up official OTA updates, and more. You may be able to specify ... Magisk Manager 7e133b0c build 296 Apk Read more » Leave a comment / Apk, Uncategorized / By admin
Piano Melody Professional vThemes Apk • Study to play your favorite songs on the piano by participating in the melody again • Over 600 songs you can study from completely different eras and genres. • Highly configurable piano (multi-touch, glissando, accent, notice labels) • Suitable for all units and tablets Sized. • No ... Piano Melody Pro vThemes Apk Read more » Leave a
comment / Apk, Unrated / Admin Digicam360 is an all-in-one selfie, magnifying digital digital selfie problem in the world's neighborhood with over 500 million customers. It's probably the best selfie digital camera app that's a completely free and makeup photo editor with a humorous sticker, digital camera filters and makeup results for a good self&amp;selfie video. Digicam360
allows you to ... Camera360 Vip/Premium 9.8.7 Apk Read more » Leave a comment / Apk, Unrated / Admin PrinterShare Premium Apk Print immediately from your Android mobile phone or pill via WiFi, Bluetooth, USB or Network. Print paperwork (along with PDF, Phrase, Excel, PowerPoint, and various record data), images, emails, payments, invoices, messages, web pages,
and extra for a printer that's after you or the whole world! Among the options there is no ... PrinterShare™ Mobile Print Premium 11.30.5 Apk Read more » Leave a comment / Apk, Uncategorized / By admin Scanner App To PDF - TapScanner Premium Apk Faucet Scanner app is an easy digital camera doc scanner app with high quality PDF output. 1. Scan paperwork, receipts,
QR and business game cards Use the Hana scanner app to scan any doc and save the scan to a PDF! 2. Doc Scanner App - Detects Robotically ... Scanner app for PDF file – TapScanner Premium 2.5.44 Apk Read more » Leave a comment / Apk, Unrated / Admin AppLock Premium 3.2.1 Apk The most downloaded app lock at the Play reseller. Defend privacy with password,
sample, fingerprint lock. ★ #1 locked in more than 50 countries. ★ more than 350 million customers, helps 39 languages. ☞ AppLock can lock Fb, Whatsapp, Gallery, Messenger, Snapchat, Instagram, SMS, contacts, Gmail, settings, incoming calls and any app you want. ... AppLock Premium 3.2.1 Apk Read more » Leave a comment / Apk, Uncategorized / By admin Machine
Information HW+ Apk Machine Information HW on {hardware} and software software information application for Android units. It tries to detect parts of your smartphone to provide complete information about the {hardware} of the system. Now detection is supported for LCD, touchscreen, cameras, sensors, reminiscence, lightning, audio, nfc, charger, w-fi and battery; if this is
achievable ... Device information HW+ 4.28.1 Apk Read more » Ultimate Call Screen HD Full Screen Caller ID, Video Caller ID, Full Screen SMS Receiver and Call Blocker. The most complete full-screen caller ID replacement and phone toolbox on Google Play, the head of features in its category, UCS is much more than a simple call ID app with large images. UCS connects: -
Replacing full screen caller ID with real HD images of your contacts - Full screen video ID - Full screen SMS notifications - Size SMS browser, including thread mode - Full screen missed calls notifications - Never-before-like theme options, including 11 free themes - Contacts Image Manager - Call Blocking - Sensor Base Functions Like Rejecting Calls By Turning Your Phone -
AND configurable swipe gestures just to make sure you handle your phone the way you want. Like www.lifehacker.com: there are almost too many features of this app to list, but if you use your phone to make calls (you know, that thing it was originally meant to be), it's a must. In one app, you get: - Select photos from gallery, camera or link to Facebook friends using their HD
profile pictures - Select videos from your gallery to use as a full-screen caller ID - Use photos for contacts directly from your gallery using Android share. Just choose Add to UCS! - Answer calls with buttons, slide buttons, rotary buttons, swipe gestures... It's up to you! - Set up your phone to hang up, turn on the speaker, or mute the ringtone simply by turning the phone screen
down! - Swipe gestures (reject and answer calls, reject via SMS, reply to text, ...) - Fully equipped call blocking - Full-screen SMS receiver - Full screen unresent call notifications, rejecting, callback and answer functions and configurable swipe gestures - Complete theme support for both call and SMS screens, personalizing per contacts - Syncing HD images to in-house contacts
on your phone - Privacy screen: hide incoming call and SMS data from prying eyes until it's safe to retrieve/read additional features: - Use your current Android contact image as a full-screen caller ID (licensed only!) - Selectively enable only for outgoing/incoming calls - Sync your Android contacts database to use UCS-defined call screen HD images or upload a bunch of images
from the sdcard - Hide call screen parts for a cleaner interface. - The ability to make incoming text messages appear above the lock screen, including turning on the screen - Missed calls viewer - You can always go back to the phone's default interface during a call simply by pressing your phone back during a call - much more! See the available settings! Getting started and
important notes - To use the phone book and other in-call function, press the Back button to bring up the default phone interface! Due to the security restrictions imposed by Google, it is impossible for me to provide a working dial during a continuous non-VoIP call. - In V5.0.0 and up, the model of the free version changed due to a user base request. Almost all functions are
available, but there is a personal contact limit. Lite version market link: Enjoy the following 93 users say thank you to lowveld for this helpful post: [ View ] Gift Low 7alves (7.8.2013), 95rr900 (19.5.2012), AlkaDragos (13.4.2012), AllEyezOnMe(8.4.2012), amozaffar(30.4.2014), amir88(8.4.201 (27.6.2013), ben_pyett(1.4.2012), blkcr(8.4.2012), BlueMew151(21.5.2013),
boricua6(5.4.2013), boricua6(5.4.2013), brajesh.sharma87(21st June 2012), c0oL(8th April 2012), CabuxaMapache(23rd November 2013), chover427(16th April 2012), chrisrotolo(12th April 2012), DarK_AvATaR(15th April 2012), dentalguru(27th May 2012), denzel09(8th April 2012), dexterdre(5th April 2013), dixours(16th June 2012), doggyollie(8th April 2012), eapurba(18th July
2013), eozen81(20th October 2012), FHC1998(14th July 2017), Flyffe Myrddin(17th May 2013), Fustigador(8th April 2012), Galaxysm(1st June 2013), ghpk(16th May 2013), googkhan(24th November 2012), Greytest(20th June 2013), H4SHonLine(28th March 2015), heavencanwait(20th May 2012), hipojarty(7th April 2012), hisname(26th January 2013), HISOON(30th July 2012),
honeydesean(23rd April 2012), il buono(1st May 2012), imilic(16th May 2013), j1po(11th May 2013), Jagutherrschaften(23rd October 2012) , jerryhou85(8th April 2012), jonyhoanganh(24th June 2013), jorisvdende(8th April 2012), jsmccabe78(12th May 2012), keb00(27th May 2012), kijp15(24th April 2012), kmdo(8th April 2012), LayzeeEyez(16th May 2012), Ledzepp86(17th
December 2012), m7557m(8th April 2013), mad_hat(19th August 2013), makarius(16th May 2013), mamunjoy(8th April 2012), MatDrOiD(20th May 2012), micmaccc(24th April 2012), mrmojorisin'(21st April 2012), not_joker(23rd April 2013), oli20021978(5th March 2013), oodork123(25th July 2012), OpRTuNisT(12th June 2012), Phrodini(25th June 2012), Pick_A_Name(16th May
2013), pleomaxell(25th December 2012), Primokorn(17th May 2013), pughie(14th January 2013), quangcon1980(24th June 2014), redtrk(8th April 2012), roirraW edor ehT(17th May 2013), rosmarcelino(17th May 2012) , rrohanjs(2.7.2012), SimonHenryz(4.2.2014), skotegar(19.6.2015), sileä 123(20.5.2013), starzz(1.4.2012), SupaKid(22.5.2012), tabnnaj(23.3.2013),
Tectas(15.4.2012), timon12(16.5.2013), titijuli(28 toukokuuta 2018), titoularoch TONINO_CT(13. kesäkuuta 2012), victorharsh(17.6.2013), welshwarriorsf(3.5.2012), voitto0308(21.5.2013), wnp_79 (15 helmikuu 2013), woopdedoda(16 toukokuuta 2013), xstt(30 maaliskuuta 2014), y0himba(16 toukokuu 2013), Zacki06 (8 huhtikuu 2012), Zephyr! (2 joulukuu 2013), zomer331(27
helmikuu 2013), _vAnDiX_(17th May 2013) 1. 05:00 AM |#2 OP Passiivinen tunnustettu kehittäjä lahjoittaa minulle lisää muutoslogeja V10.3.9 - Tikkariyhteensopivuus V10.3.3 - Parannettu Facebookin automaattinen vastaavuus - Suorituskyvyn optimoinnit - Pienempi muistijalanjälki - Pienet virheenkorjaukset V10.3.3 - Puolan käännös. Kiitos cvxcvx ja TomoS! V10.3.0 -
Yhteystietojen hallinnassa on nyt oma välilehti asetuksissa, mukaan lukien nopea vieritys ja visuaalisen tilan ilmaisimet - Tehokkaammat yhteystietoluettelot - Korjattu ongelma, jossa on oletusvideotunnus tunnetuille yhteyshenkilöille, jotka näyttävät, vaikka yhteystieto olisi henkilökohtainen - Kiinteä näkyvyysongelmat Facebook-luetteloissa käytettäessä Dark UI V10.2.0 -
KÄYTTÖLIITTYMÄ Päivitetty uuteen - Fixed video ID for android android Devices - Missed Call screen no longer removes calls from call log - Sms theme minor issues - Performance improvements V10.1.1 - Sms theme skippable colors issue - Updated French translation (Thank you Loic!) - Performance Improvements V10.1.0 - Added option to block calls with hidden numbers -
Added option forces full screen brightness in calls (find it call settings-&gt;Call screen interface). This setting is enabled by default, and brightness is restored after the call is over. V10.0.0 - Redesigned interface - New extension to control new ui animations in UCS - Fixed issue after playing Video ID when making a call with headphones - Fixed issue, where callback function on the
new SMS notification screen didn't work correctly - Sms theme hide button block no longer hides contact's name and number as well - Improved theme module to support incoming theme features - Small fixes and optimizations V9.7.0 - Added SMS browser: quick view of all text messages, tap to go full screen, straight from the phone's app box - SMS browser supports threaded
mode (tap settings to set it). Thread mode full screen viewer cycles through thread only - Redesigned full-screen SMS viewer to use HUD interface, added next and previous SMS buttons, and also callback function - Dimming text messages or pressing subsequent/previous buttons means the current text message is readable - Redesigned app icons and some in-app graphics -
Fixed crash, if the user deleted the video from the phone and UCS used it - Fixed issue with multiple calls - Performance improvements - Small bugfixes V9.5.1 - Changed default interface in new installations to HUD - Added Reject by SMS button on calls to HUD - Deleted Contact Manager shortcut from phone app drawer - Increased possible call exit delay values for slower
phones - Performance improvements V9.9.4.0 - Added confi described delay in call screen exit so loose storage interface can end (Call settings -&gt; Callscreen Interface) - UCS now displays phone numbers formatted by country (option to disable call settings -&gt; call screen interface) - Added option to manually crop facebook images when linking individual contacts V9.3.0 -
Added UCS extensions : Licensed users only! - Separate syncing is now a built-in extension, multiple bugfixes included - FindMe extension: make your phone ring even in silence mode with a predefined text message - Theme preview extension: a quick preview of themes on any UCS screen - Phonebook Pictures Plugin: use existing photos for non-personal contacts - Added
delay at end of call to give inventory interface time to exit - Transferred privacy screen settings to settings tab - Themes also apply to Missed Call Screen now - Optimized app memory footprint - Small fixes V9.2.0 - Added new Heads Up Display compact call interface, custom location available - Added new HUD HUD - Added text color customization to SMS theme manager -
Added option to exclude contacts from UCS - Themes now also apply to privacy screen - Redesigned detailed contact view in Contact Manager - Fixed issue with call answering on some phones - Incorrectly fix contact preview using smart data for non-custom contacts V9.1.0 - Added Smart Information: for custom known contacts, automatically hide name, number, and CID block
background - Added Profiles feature : one touch assembly for UCS behavior - Added full cost amount for TIRE selector interface items , you specify what each button does - Added option to compile the position of answer and reject buttons in rotating, sliding tab, and button interfaces - Added option to use different default images for unknown contacts in incoming and outgoing
calls - Added workaround option for dual simulation phones, who can choose a sim card from outgoing calls - The privacy screen now supports sensor functions (turn to mute or disconnect) - FIX: allow USSD-type messages to display correctly - FIX: allow notifications to be dragged down if the status bar is not hidden in call screens - minor debugging and optimizations V9.0.0 -
Significant improvement in caller ID screen performance : Instant Response - Rearrange existing call settings due to a more logical configuration - Optional theme color override for name, for number and call time - Removed option to customize custom discrete themes for unknown contacts : one default theme for everyone - Still possible to customize the theme differently for
known and unknown contacts - Added option to use text messages for Reject by SMS - Multiple rare bugs fix V8.1.0 - Increased Facebook image quality - IMPORTANT: existing users should make Sync images now to improve old images - Optimized facebook I Feel Lucky : more reliable automatic contact matching (licensed only) - Other performance optimizations V8.0.0 -
Added full-screen answered calls Notifications - Notification screen allows swipe operations, discarding, callback and reply via SMS - Added optional screen mute button during calls - Added privacy settings to full-screen notifications as well - Optimizations for image processing: should solve rare issues with FC when uploading or rotating images - Better image quality when using
existing Android contact photos in and above internet connection sharing (licensed only) - Increased functionality in Contact Manager's detailed view : click on the image now also offers connection recovery, reset Facebook linking, use the current internal contact image as a source and sync the current UCS image to the internal Android database – Added a separate Un-link menu
to Facebook options. Press any Facebook connection to clear the association. Great for errors after using I Feel Lucky alternative V7.4.0 - Added privacy settings for both calls and text - check the strictly tab of UCS settings - Choose to hide hide name and picture until you decide to unlock the call screen - Choose selectively hiding text, or all contacts on the SMS screen until you
unlock it - Moved the internal phone sync menu to the General Settings tab in UCS Settings - FIX: Problem retrieving a list of friends in Facebook sync V7.3.3 - Fixed issue with proximity sensor, which does not turn off the screen during a call (SGS3 and possibly other phones) - Corrected wrong call duration indicator on some devices - Fixed any issues with unknown callers
causing rare crashes - Fixed layout issue in SME. Text message now adapts to the presence of buttons or not. - Added call configurable font size /SMS V7.3.2 - Fixed possible answer problem with SGS III - Added optional root requirements required methods for answering/refusing calls. Should only be used if you have problems with UCS, and your phone MUST be rooted. -
Added setup wizard for initial setup - Added option to hide UCS after answering a call - Customizing the SMS screen has increased. You can now hide the buttons, etc. - FIXED: Facebook authorization issues on some phones - FIXED: issue selecting Ring Selector interface for German users V 6.2.0 - JellyBean compatibility V 5.1.3 - Fixed issue with ICS build phone
synchronization, where images could be associated with the wrong contacts - Optimized memory usage in image processing: should fix the problem of rare computers while rotating images - Improved Facebook image search, possibly correcting rare cases where contact photos were not downloaded - Multiple optimizations in phone sync code - Improved theme features: find a
new theme Snow White - Multiple small bugfixes V 4.0.0 - New: Reject call with SMS. Only available with a swipe gesture to make the interface clean. - New: Ultimate SMS Screen can browse all your text messages. Available only with a swipe gesture - Swipe functions are now fully configurable - In calls, any swipe can be configured to reject, respond, reject via SMS and default
phone interface. - In a text message, any swipe can be configured to reject, respond to text, view previous and view the following text message - Portuguese translation - German translation V 2.2.0 - Added rotation function to Picture Editor - Start Contact Manager directly from the app box - New option forces UCS to skip pressing the answer/reject button, and reacts only to long
buttons (press and hold button, avoid unintentional retrieval/jamming) - Licensed users: Added ability to set different plus independently hiding call screen elements for known and unknown callers - Free users: Can selectively hide call screen elements for unknown callers only V 1.4.0 - You can hide parts of the call screen, such as buttons and backgrounds. - You can set different
default HD images for unknown contacts. - (Licensed) You can use different themes per contact. With a transparent theme and swipe gestures with swipe gestures can reach the actual full screen for selected contacts. - Fixed an issue where UCS sometimes does not appear on calls - Reorganed UCS settings as submenus. - Added the Tips and Tricks section to your settings. V
1.2.4 - fixed issue where some people get a status bar cover part of the caller's name. There shouldn't be a full-screen problem right now. - When you press back on Contact Manager or Theme Manager, you will now return to UCS settings (you would leave UCS earlier) - Remember the location in the contacts list: when you exit the detailed contact view, the list will start with this
contact, not the beginning. (yes, was annoying) - Press visual feedback on the UCS buttons (change color when you press) V 1.2.3 - The option shows the speaker set on the screen button - The option shows/hides the status bar on the lock screen: people who have problems with the status bar appearing anyway, and hide part of the caller ID, set this workaround! - Ability to
provide hapt feedback (vibration) from UCS keystroke - FIX: Hopefully motorola people will stop being computers when saving pictures - Optimized memory footprint - Deleted unnecessary save option after saving image to editor V 1.2.0 - Added theme feature and theme manager for licensed users only! Find the UCS Suave theme on Google Play to see it in action, and I'll be
doing a lot more themes in the near future. - Changed answer/call buttons to get a more polished look. - Fixed issues with rare random crashes when viewing detailed contact information. V 1.1.0: - Removed restriction on editing images only vertically, it now acts as a simple rotational feature: turn the phone horizontally when editing images, and after saving, UCS rotates the
visible area vertically. So UCS still shows exactly what you cropped and see, and it rotated the original image. - Fixed race mode leading to very rare FC (thank you who reported crash on Google Play) - Changed app icon V 1.0.1: - Limit image editing and cropping to portrait mode to avoid FC, until I edit it again V 1.0.0: - First release 1.4.2012, 12:03 |#3 OP Passive recognized
developer donates to me More theme guide This is a tutorial on building themes for UCS. You will need the installation and installation of the Android SDK and Eclipse. I offer the Eclipse project, which you can use as a base and as an example to get a quick start. Note that there are other ways to do this without an eclipse, but I can't get to it. But it's not enough to open the APK
and just drop pictures there (unless you break it down, taff it again and sign it). Well, at least not enough to use the full power of the pretend engine: you can't resize the text, location and other things without re-increment. Take the connected eclipse project and bring it. (don't ask how to do this, there are numerous tutorials on how to install eclipse/android android and that is not
the purpose of this message/thread). Template Eclipse Project: UCS_Template_Theme.1.0.0.tar.gz Alternatively, here's a compilation of apk from the project above: UCS_Template_Theme.1.0.0.apk Apk is useful if you just want to change some images, and also if you use some toolboxes here in xda to decompense/translate apps. In fact, you don't really need Eclipse to
completely change the model: use something like ApkManager and break down the apk. Pretending doesn't involve java programming, that's why it works so comfortably with a decompiler: no smali editing. All you need is to replace the files you want to draw and edit the XML files. When you start, look at the files: res/drawables/res/values/Drawable files point to real
images/res/drawable-hdpi, and they are what you want to change xml files res/values dominate everything from text color to element placement. Pay special attention to the .xml and I added comments to it to make it clearer what each key does. Play with this, run it as an Android app command when your phone is connected to your computer if you are using Eclipse. Getting
counterweights exactly the way you want it can be tricky. When you're done, just export as a signed app and share it here if you want! Cheers 1.4.2012, 12:22 |#4 More As Always.... Great..... Posted on HTC Desire S using xda premium 1st April 2012, 12:35 PM |#5 Great job as always, tried it with the latest reaper and it becomes my default call screen on April 1, 2012, 01:11 PM
|#6 Senior Member Borlänge More Great work lowveld! You're using it in a reaper now, but just to clarify if I want to turn on the speaker and so on, I have to go back to the default speaker? I don't know how you do it, you're a long way :P cheers! 1.4.2012 at 23.58 |#7 Quote: Originally e2zippo Great work lowveld! You're using it in a reaper now, but just to clarify if I want to turn on
the speaker and so on, I have to go back to the default speaker? yep, I think you need to press the back button to go back to the normal selector and then turn on the speaker from there. 1 April 2012, 02:11 PM |#8 Great. Check it out my sgsii und gives you feedback Sent to my GT-I9100 using XDA 1st April 2012, 02:14 PM |#9 OP Passive recognized developer donates to me
More offer: Originally posted on ben_pyett Yep, I think you need to press the back button to go back to the normal dial and then take the speaker from there. No, just activate the turn-to-speaker feature. During the call, just turn the phone screen down! Cheers Posted on my HTC Desire S using xda premium 1st April 2012, 02:19 PM |#10 Senior Member Tehran More Thanks app
looks really awesome 1st April 2012, 02:28 PM |#11 Originally posted lowveld Booked one... previously, the mailer was clearly a tapatalk (xda (xda Problem. I already love this app.... Is it too early for future requests for functionality? Include the backup and restore option so that custom links and images can be saved to RODs. In the meantime, how can I back these up manually,
does titanium do? or is there an SD card directory? Page 2 first off all, i sry my bad English PLZ waiting to update this thread... ==================================== Chineseflie Great Augmented Reality(AR) game, you can catch the butterfly with the camera. download: ===================================== Hoops AR download:



===================================== Biljet AR - AC130 Beta (Dollar - download: ===================================== Sky Siege download: ===================================== Droid Shooting download: ===================================== Paper Camera download: 28th December 2011, 01:17 AM |#2   OP Junior Member More
Saved for more apps, if i cant do that, delete. 28 December 2011, 04:33 AM |#3 Hey, here's a nice game: AR Defender friendly greet star station64 28 December 2011, 11:05 AM |#4 OP Junior Member More Quote: Originally published as Star station64 Hello, here's a nice game: AR Defender with a friendly greeting at star station64 Thank you, I'll add this 28.12.2011, 08:50 |#5 OP
Junior Member More Tommorow I adds a few games, have a nice day! 5 March 2012, 12:55 PM |#6 Hello, You can find our AR app on the Android market: $1 Dance We use $1, $2 and $5 bills to track AR Radek on March 5, 2012, 05:00 |#7 Quote: Originally published as Star station64 Hello, here's a nice game: AR Defender at a friendly greeting station64 I hope this updates.
That would be great! 12 March 2018, 06:06 PM |#8 Ar Games Great game. I'll try this. 8.5.2018 at 17.54 |#9 Junior Member More Page 3 Hey guys, check out our new game sticks. Feedback welcome! Download from Google Play: Youtube: Stickman Racer Jump is a sequel to the legendary survival game where you have to perform amazing tricks while driving different transports.
The game is made in the best traditions of simulator games with ragdoll physics elements. Website: Facebook: VK: May 8, 2018 at 6:03 pm |#2 Junior Member More game Coool! Page 4 If you're a fan of space shooter game and want to too Multitle, then you'll get a treat. The best arcade game of 2018 is here. Control black-and-white hawks, destroy the meteor and consume fuel.
March 9, 2018 at 11:36 pm |#2 share a link to the game please? May 8, 2018 at 6:13 pm |#3 Junior Member More Page 5 Hello, my new little game 2 The Knights are out. Can you try it and tell me what you're doing? Thank you, Laurent. Attached Thumbnails 8.5.2018, 18:13 |#3 OP Senior Member Paris Add quote: Originally written by BlackDevil999 Nice game white - black!
Thank you!  page 6, I'd like to share the best word search puzzle game you can also play with your kids. It improves your vocabulary and grammar. Download and check it. I look forward to your feedback. Thank you Google Play Link: 12:51 pm |#2 Junior Member More From the initial levels, the answer is easy to find. You can enter some penalties on 8th May 2018, 09:12 AM
|#3 OP Junior Member For more information, click the download link..... May 8, 2018 at 6:15 pm |#4 Junior Member More Game Cool! Page 7 Turn-based strategy and tactical fantasy game. Know yourself as a member of a closed space fighting club. Battles (battles) - the basis of the game. The battle consists of a constant exchange of blows between the two rivals. During the
exchange, players are given the option to choose between hit and block areas. Zones are head, trunk and legs. In the fight, it is possible to use various techniques that become available for successful attacks. The duel takes place in one of several unique venues. There are 3 character categories at stake. Each fighter has his own special techniques (attack and defensive
methods). A chance to participate in the tournament with many strong and powerful soldiers. Get stronger by raising your character's level and his unique hits. Beautiful graphics flat style. Raw effects, music and sounds. Easy to learn about Google Play: Video: Displays: May 8, 2018, 6:18 pm |#2 Junior Member More Cool Cool! Page 8 Stay in sync, save battery, traffic, and
money. WARNING for Android LOLLIPOP users: The mobile connection cycle only works on rooted devices. One of the functions that uses a lot of battery is the data connection. This app also allows you to save 30% on battery; This means that at the end of the day you can have a 30% battery instead of a fully discharged battery. This application is useful for saving battery,
communication and money, also limiting the radiation of the device and staying in sync. It allows you to establish a cyclical connection to a mobile network or Wifi network to sync email, contact information, program information, etc. With Cycle when Screen Off, connect on screen on option selected, you may have an automatic connection when the screen is on, and a cyclical
connection when the screen is off; you can forget to change the connections! You can also delay stopping connections when you turn off the screen. This is useful, for example, when you are using a chat app and waiting for a quick response. Check the xda developers portal When Cyclical connection regardless of display mode is selected, you can connect cyclically, for example,
when watching a movie. If Wifi is available, it takes precedence over mobile to save data traffic and money if prices aren't fixed. You can also turn on voice and vibration alerts, turn on and off notifications (PRO), set startup startup, pause cycle and enable connections when the device is connected, set the desired connection when you turn on the display, or the device is plugged
in or unplugged, and set the times when the cycle is paused. The app installs some WIDGETS, which allows you to activate the cyclical connection or quickly connect/shut down mobile and Wifi connections. For example, you can sync and save battery power by setting activate the data connection every 10 minutes and keep the data connection alive for 45 seconds. Additional pro
functions: . Use to specify the number of minutes a data connection is activated . Use to specify how many seconds to keep the data connection alive . the possibility of disabling notifications Additional features will be developed in the future... Markkinalinkki: Data Easy cb56 Liitetiedostot Data Easy 3.4.apk - [Napsauta QR-koodia] (1.29 MB, 232 katselua) Seuraavat 29 käyttäjää
sanovat kiitos cb56: lle tästä hyödyllisestä viestistä: [ View ] Lahja cb56 Mainokseton adi55(21.11.2012), aladin6(13.11.2012), Anakha56 (12.11.2012), Anands3(3.3.2012) 2013), azunino (1.11.2012), Belgian Ateist(12.11.2012), BillyD325 (15.11.2012), cybervibin(29.10.2012), ddlooping(12.11.2012), denzel09(denzel09) 17 toukokuuta 2013), dragunbayne (30 toukokuuta 2014),
h3adcrash(12th November 2012), hanifh(27 maaliskuu 2013), HotrodHarry(31 tammikuu 2013), jtadak(12 marraskuu 2012), kansu_makugen 13.11.2012), krisjanne (28.10.2012), Ledzepp86 (13.11.2012), Mattymat(29.10.2012), msquared(24.5.2013), paul c(12.11.2012) , PoorCollegeGuy (4 marraskuuta 2012), premsurya(15 heinäkuuta 2013), SimonTS(12 marraskuu 2012),
tbschommer(12 marraskuu 2012), Thaisa(9th May 2018), triloger(9.5.2018), triloger(12.11.2012), 13.11.2012), tungnguyen253(11.1.2014), yerazero(29.10.2012) 1.11.2012 klo 19.38 |#2 OP Senior Member More Release 1.3. graphics improve various improvements Some errors corrected cb56 4th November 2012, 01:03 AM |#3 OP Senior Member More About Easy Release 1.4
Fixed left your cellular network activated in the event of a connection failure Optimized wake timers on the mobile network in the event of a connection failure Sent notification if the network is roaming Sent notification if set Airplane mode Improved voice alarms Improved graphics Widget cb56 4.11.2012, 01:14 AM |#4 Senior member More interesting I have done this with Tasker,
but I will give your app a chance now. November 4, 2012 at 3:04 am |#5 Senior Member More, which seems interesting what I'm looking for. 4.11.2012, 05:35 AM |#6 Senior Member More It is the same that this standard function is still not implemented in 4.2 just a crying error over Google, to avoid implementing switch 2g n 3g Sent from GT-N7000 using xda premium 4.11.2012,
09:31 |#7 OP Senior Member More Quote: Originally published as Meethere seems interesting what I'm looking for. The program is young, tell me about all the mistakes. thanks to cb56 4th November 2012, 09:32 AM |#8 OP Senior Member Add Quote: Originally posted sanghaviraj It's the same that this standard function is still not implemented 4.2 just crying error Google won't
implement switch 2g n 3g If someone shows up for a few bucks in View Mountain ... Look forward... cb56 11th November 2012, 09:00 PM |#9 OP Senior Member More Data Easy release 1.5 Added access to WIFI Changed icons App enhanced graphics and then Widget Enhanced Sound Alerts Changed Instructions Market Link: Data Easy cb56 12th November 2012, 12:10 |#10
Senior Member Chelmsford More interesting, I'll try it when I get The Nexus 7 3G. 12th November 2012, 12:28 PM |#11 Senior Member More Would it be possible for your app's settings to work when the screen is off and allow manual connection as usual when the screen is on? Page 9 Page 10 YOUTUBE Play Classic Race - game Touch Control Type You have to drive your car
to avoid crashing into enemy cars and fleeing from the police. *Classic Race main features: - Cool design - 5 cars - Ambulance and police - Support Touch Control Type - Beautiful road signs - Total Free! DOWNLOAD: page 11 2018 has been great years of mobile games, especially to combat the genre. Recently, I've come across some ninja lookalike games with the same genre
on Android. When I type in the keywords Ninja Shadow, these are so similar that I had to try all of these and they are pretty similar gameplay. After a while, however, some get bored. Here are some of my personal opinions and rankings, hopefully if you're interested in these games, you might find it useful and you can pick the right game for you. 3. So stand at number 3 is a game
called: Shadow of Death According to first impressions, the sound effect is great with a cool soundtrack. The gameplay is very simple, but I found it quite boring from the start due to frozen enemies. When you move, you can't fight and in return. However, the skills are quite comfortable with a cool effect come afterwards 2. At Number 2, I have Stickman Legends, so this game is
already quite popular. It has good music, nice characters, epic skills, but it can't please me because of the fight itself. It somehow confused me because of the creeps, them just everywhere, and I can't see with my eyes where I am and how my skills are going. That's quite a shame. 1. First of all, my list includes Overdrive: Ninja Shadow Revenge This game is not popular yet I
found it suddenly and tried it. It also has a good soundtrack, nice characters, epic skills. However, the pace is not so fast and you need to see what you are really fighting with. It's just a pretty tough game, but I like the challenge. Comment on your opinion for me. Thank you Page 12 Hello all, do you want the launch menu to start apps conveniently from any screen on your Android
phone? Try iStart: with iStart, you no longer need to go back to the Home screen. iStart saves you a lot of taps and swipes every day You can start by using the iStart app organizer to install apps in groups and then launch any of them easily from the start menu panel that appears when you touch the startup handle icon. The one-touch mode is absolutely convenient: keep your
fingers touched and swipe to the desired function on the panel when you release the finger, the desired app starts, or the desired action is performed. Your thumb is now as powerful as a real mouse pointer! The start handle can be located anywhere on the screen. If it's located near the edge, it's docked along the edge into a thin style dock that makes it easier to swipe. MAIN
ACTION iStart works like a start menu, where groups of apps appear on customizable tabs. In addition to categorizeing apps, you can also create shortcuts to any file or folder on your device and put them on iStart for easy launch. You can also create URL links and put in iStart for quick access: web URL, SMS creation URL with ready-made recipients, call URL to any phone
number, email creation URL for built-in recipients. With these links on iStart, all your frequent actions or favorite contacts are just one touch away. System command functions are also done for convenient use: shutdown screen, screen orientation setting, switching flashlight on and off, launch calculator app, launch calendar app, open system settings panel, launch Google
Assistant L+), drag down the notification bar, take a screenshot (Android M+), launch the camera app, adjust the media volume and ringtone volume, go back, go home, open the latest apps screen. Licenses for iStart functional purposes, the following permissions may: requested under appropriate conditions: - Show on: iStart must be granted with this permission to display the
start handle and iStart panel. This is essential for the operation of iStart – Using storage space: if you want to send your screenshot to a gallery, you should allow this. This also improves the feature of creating shortcuts to files, because you can then use more storage locations to create file shortcuts - Do Not Disturb mode: if you want to adjust the number of rings to a low level -
iStart accessibility service: this must be enabled on the following things: drag down the notification bar, navigate back (for use with the browser), open the latest applications - Device administrator: if you want to lock the screen with the administrator lock function. Note that this license must be disabled before stopping or uninstalling iStart, unless you use the iStart uninstall button
itself. - Make calls: this is used to make a call from an iStart call link. - Use phone book: if you want to add people from phone book to call link or SMS dashboard - Camera : this is to activate flashlight on old Android devices - Start boot time: this is to turn on iStart automatically when the device is restarted Enjoy iSTART - one touch to launch any app from anywhere. It's a simpler
and more efficient way to use your phone Dev Attached Thumbnails 9th May 2018, 08:52 AM |#2 OP Member More Invisible feature Invisible feature: if you briefly touch the start handle, it will act as a home button for you. Thank you for using iStart! Page 13 recently updated my phone from PixelROM to lineageOS during the night update. Now, every time I turn on my phone, it
says 'The conflict in the editor's image has been detected. In general, this means that the vendor image has expired. Make sure the seller's image matches the N426T' I don't even know what this means, but my finger coat doesn't work too. Thank you! May 2, 2017, 3:26 p.m. |#2 Junior Member More Quote: Originally published as mingo_mgx recently updated my phone from
PixelROM to lineageOS through a night update. Now, every time I turn on my phone, it says 'The conflict in the editor's image has been detected. In general, this means that the vendor image has expired. Make sure the seller's image matches the N426T' I don't even know what this means, but my finger coat doesn't work too. Thank you! I had the same problem. It relates to Loi's
Github gist to explain in detail how I applied the fix: May 2, 2017, 03:30 AM |#3 OP Senior member Haarlem More Fixed it already 2x after I had it. But thank you anyway! 9th May 2018, 09:13 AM |#4 Junior Add quote: Originally written by mingo_mgx I fixed it already 2x because I had it. But thank you anyway! how you fixed it Page 14 * Animals, emojis and Monsters memory
game for kids is a classic board game that helps develop memory skills for kids. * Playing a game similar to this animal with your kids will help them improve identification while having fun. * Children's memory game contains very cute pictures of animals such as chicken, cat, dog, birds, etc. on memory cards. * Animal memory game is a game for children, babies, preschoolers,
schoolchildren and teenagers of all ages. Boys and girls love this game. * It has recently been scientifically proven that regular mental and concentration exercise can greatly improve children's memory. HOW TO PLAY A MEMORY GAME FOR KIDS: Initially, you'll see all the cards turned down. Tap one of the cards, then remember its image. Use the next tap to find a flip book
with the same picture as the previous one. If the pictures on both memory cards are the same, they stay open and disappear and you can continue with the next pair. Otherwise, both cards will turn again and you will get another try. Try to find all the corresponding cards as soon as possible. FEATURES: - 6 levels of difficulty (beginner; easy; medium; hard; hardest; master) -
develops children's visual recognition, concentration and motor skills - fun sounds - color HD graphics designed for children - Includes beautiful animal images - Practical visual exercise - Placement (not yet available) * Simple and intuitive, easy to use and playable designed interface for kids. * The memory game is also optimized for tablets (includes HD images). * This free
children's memory game keeps kids quiet and entertained in the car, restaurant or everywhere. Download: Attached Thumbnails 12.4.2018, 10:37 |#2 OP Senior Member ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Donate to Me More 26.4.2018 at 15.10 |#3 OP Senior Member ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Donate me more Enter seeers of this so you can win a brand new iPhone X! Download and play the app! Good
time! May 9, 2018 at 10:10 am |#4 OP'★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ senior member ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Donate more to me With only 2 days left to enter the competition! Page 15 Hello, I released a cartoon viewer app on the Android market: The app is called Challenger Comics Viewer : The formats supported are: JPG PNG GIF BMP WebP (Android 4.0+) PDF ePUB CBZ/ZIP CBR/RAR CB7/7Z
CBT/TAR DjVu The main features are: Automatic page load Zoom using multi-touch vertical/horizontal scroll mode 2 display mode (Simple view, showing pages one at a time and multiple picture views, showing all pages one after the other) Scale filters: Bilinear, Bicubic, a Lanczos4 library where covers appear in comics quickly (multiple views available) Borders limit reading from
left to left or right-to-left Functions can be customized Go automatically to the next problem when the last page of comics is displayed One page and 2 pages of display mode Included filter to improve the quality of images displayed on the screen Manual scrolling by moving your finger on the screen Auto-register by pressing and hold the screen Fit to width/height display Multi-
image preview type Option direct access to the page Network connections (samba, webdav, ftp and sftp) History Manager Support multilingual (so far English and French) The edge can be displayed over bitmaps to easily identify pages Contrast/Brightness/Gamma Management Screen Brightness Management The application can be transferred to SD card cached data can be
stored in internal memory or SD card files may be on your device or network. Supported network protocols are: Google Drive SkyDrive/OneDrive Mega Ubooquity ( DLNA/Upnp OPDS (beta) Windows/SAMBA/CIFS DropBox Webdav (such as box.com, 4shared.com, alwaysdata.com, ...) FTP SFTP For people who don't have access to the Android market, here's a link to the apk
file (version 2.1.28): Apk file (mirror available here too) I need some user feedback. Are there any testers who want to try it? Thanks in advance. -- Challenger The following 20 users say thank you to Challenger for this helpful post: [ View ] Gift The Challenger Ad-Free aldiandrew(November 13, 2015), atcq28(May 28, 2015), azshorty2003(August 10, 2015), bob o9900(May 19,
2015), bobo9900(May 19, 2015) 2015), dangkhoihoang90 (April 16, 2015), ineedone(August 20, 2015), yessamyn(2) 13.1.2015), luciddreamin92(12.1.2013), M-Lin(28.10.2012), machina2(3 Jul 2014), miguepereira77 (10.12.2013), moopile(8 MrDelicious(21.4.2015), ness151(24.6.2015), oldbeardedman(19.12.2014), Onurtag(24.6.2015), 3. 2017), Tapek-AU (6.2.2012),
Ultramanoid(23.8.2014), vasili_defy(7.12.2012), Warell(17.8.2016) 13.12.2011, 06:35 |#2 Added video. Do you have any feedback? 13 December 2011, 07:01 PM |#3 London More tried it... does not recognize CBZ or CBR from the two most common network series image formats, I extract/delete them and try again. 13th December 2011, 07:34 PM |#4 Junior Member More It
definitely needs CBZ and CBR support. Posted on Kindle Fire using xda premium 13th December 2011, 08:53 PM |#5 Are right. I add support for CBZ and CBR. What about performance? Is it smooth (depending on your phone or tablet) ? Thank you very much for your help. Regards. 14th December 2011, 11:50 AM |#6 Member London More seems very smooth. Use it if you can
add CBR/Z support and keep it running comfortable! Although I am running Samsung Galaxy SII running CheckROM RevoHD v4 and excellent DarkKnight v2.4.3 kernel ... most things go pretty smoothly! December 16 22:41 |#7 added both file supports: .cbz and .cbr. Cbz (zip) does not consume the processor, so the application is still smooth. About Cbr (rar), it's not as smooth as
it used to be, but still threaning. Don't hesitate to give feedback. Thank you! 22.12.2011 at 11.21 |#8 PDF support. So now, the list of supported formats is: JPG PNG PDF CBZ/ZIP CBR/RAR Don't hesitate to give feedback. Thank you! January 10, 2012 at 10:26 am |#9 released a new version (v1.0.48). This version includes new features :A border can be displayed across bitmap
that can easily identify pages Added option to select edge size Support multilingual (so far English and French) Do not hesitate to give feedback. Thank you! 23.1.2012 at 08.46 |#10 I released a new version (v1.0.51). This version comes with new features: Added autoscroll by pressing and hold the screen Replace configuration screen Added speed management Added Korean
language Fix minor errors Do not hesitate to give feedback. Thank you! January 26, 2012 at 3:25 am |#11 Member More opportunities to get a link directly to the app? I'd like to try this, but I don't have access to the Kindle Fire market. Posted on Kindle Fire using Tapatalk Page 16 Crazy Cubes - a fun game where you need to choose the right color that matches the main cube.
YOUTUBE [SPOILER] [/SPOILER] DOWNLOAD: May 8, 2018, 09:15 |#2 Add May 9, 2018, 12:01 PM |#3 Junior Member More Very easy, but it's fun for a while Rocket League items are something you can get, then dress up and decorate your car. The great thing about it is how people want to buy boxes like Champions Crate or Player's choice crate, and they also buy a new
Beach Blast box. The site also offers the most expensive rocket league destinations with content, Titanium White Zomba and TW Dracos. If you're looking for and want to see what Rocket League destinations look like, I recommend this site with boxes and items May 9, 2018, 06:09 AM |#4 OP Junior Member Add Quote: Originally published as Daria91 Funny and Simple Game
Thanks page 17 Here are only two flashing .zips I did swiftkey flow. There's phone one and tablet one. Keep in the way that Swiftkey Flow is only in the beta stages. Installation 1. Lightning in recovery 2. Reboot Screenshots Landscape Portrait Download Swiftkey Flow- Tablet Swiftkey Flow- Phone 7th December 2012, 05:21 PM |#2 No Dick, but Why Have You Made These? 7th
December 2012, 05:22 PM |#3 OP Senior Member Add quote: Originally written by Listy2021 Not a dick, but why have you done these? Lle who does not want to install the keyboard manually. 7th December 2012, 05:29 PM |#4 Quote: Originally published as Android88 For people who don't want to install a keyboard All right, but I'm sure it'll be more of a hassle to start back up.
flashes file, and waits for phone restart than clicking just install lol 7th December 2012, 05:37 PM |#5 OP Senior Member More quote: Originally sent to Listy2021 Fair, but surely it's more hassle to restart, flash the file, and wait for phone to restart than just clicking lol install It's the same thing as going to file manager, beat file you want, and then click install. Personally, I like
flashing app zippers that are beg to install them manually. 7 December 2012, 06:32 PM |#6 Quote: Originally posted on Listy2021 Fair, but surely it's more of a hassle to boot back, flash the file, and wait for your phone to restart than just click install lol Not to mention that since it's beta, there are probably frequent updates. Posted on Galaxy Note 2 using Tapatalk 2 7th December
2012, 09:14 PM |#7 Senior Member Add I find this really worthwhile. I could have used this yesterday to wipe 3 devices and install SwiftKey in every message sent by HTCEVODesign4G using Tapatalk May 2, 2018, 08:22 PM |#8 Junior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by Listy2021 Fair, but surely it's more of a hassle to boot back, flash the file, and wait for the phone to
restart than just clicking to install lol I need this cuz my key button not working, so I have to make a recovery flash page 18 This app is designed to make it easier to explore and communicate online. Features: - Geo-search - Instant Messenger - Voice calls - Video calls XDA:DevDB Information IQPush, Application for all devices (see above) Participants dnemov Version information
Status: Testing the current stable version: 1.0.9 Created 2018-05-10 Last updated 2018-05-09 Page 19 Let me introduce GREENPY to you! It's a green ball guy who loves adventure and can't wait for you! Enjoy arcade and maze games? Try a new one! Simple maze rules combined with dynamic obstacles and original background! See it: Download Greenpy Ball: Labyrinth Maze
from Google Play! if you like it. You have fun! Petra Page 20 Hello everyone, Tower Bruiser II is a unique strategy game in a tropical universe taken over by orcs, Vikings and dragons. Tell the last defender to stop the greedy orcs and Vikings now! Place the towers in the perfect defensive formation and sweep them away! - Soft Tower defense. - Survival mode for testing skills. -
High quality graphics &amp; great music! - Tactics, operations, easy gameplay(2 mode), economy, many choices. How do you play? Select a tower from the menu and it's smarter. Enter the wave once the enemy's fortress is built. # You have the ability to improve and customize Tower Canon has a large task force. The fire tower has an impressive frequency range. The magic
tower has the ability to freeze and slow down enemies. The Tower of Ballista has a long range. Download Tower Bruiser : Direct Download : smartties.fr/towerbruiser-release.apk (rename .zip .apk) You need to find the right strategy! All suggestions or feedback are welcome! (The game is based on my own 3D engine, developed c++, opengl) 10th May 2018, 01:16 PM |#2 Junior
Member More 10th May 2018, 04:36 PM |#3 Junior Member More Page 21 Hello peeps, I'm back with a new Android app for all of you. After receiving a huge positive response (85+ %) From my ROM users who used this app, I would like to share my hard work with all of you. XBooster has been downloaded more than half a million times (51,000+). I Gagan Singh, a recognized
participant/developer of XDA and developer of this Android app, proudly introducing you to my app XBooster (formerly known as Boost My Xperia™) If you like my app, give it a 5-star Play Store and also leave positive feedback. All requests and suggestions are welcome here. Join my official Facebook page for updated latest information: Feedback from users aneel3692001 says
No... There it is the BEST application developed so far after hard work...... aweosme bro continues the modding amazing application and this app should be in the system/application for each of n xperia phones with its amazing .... Mauam says: Amazing app, you keep up. Thank you so much brakke97 says Guy, this app is absolutely awesome! Keep developing! Linshart says:
Very well done! I used a memory booster before, but this app is just much better because you can click on a free memory widget as often as you need and not just once every 10 minutes XPS_93 says Well Done! That's great work! This is called a masterpiece! It reduces a lot of latency in game mode! Saingpor says, You seem like a generous man! Keep up the good work!
Shubham87 says: Yesterday I played FRONTLINE COMMANDO. I used BOOST MY XPERIA: GAMING MODE. And I didn't get any delays playing..! Best experience ever! Thanks a lot, buddy! - feedback taken from my rom thread. walkwitmeinhel says Game play awesome witout lag awesome bro apply in boot would b gr8 cuanhckqn says no more delay in my arc s trex2808
says oh thanks very much! I love this app! I've been using your rum since the last 2 days and all I can say is WOW! Pandemic says Thank you brother for this, also works very well with my Xperia P with 1gb ram Keep it up Danishdhanshe says Purely awesome for gaming Love this app Thank you for this wonderful sharing and more... What is XBooster? XBooster (Boost My
Xperia™) is a small but powerful application that improves device performance. Originally, I made this app Rom users just and after launching new rom updates (also the app is updated to v2.0), I thought I'd share this app with everyone here on XDA. Basically, it's a kind of task manager, but in fact it does more than task manager. This new app has a beautiful interface and a
handy widget. There are three profiles for promoting your device: gaming, multitle and default. Choose between these and you'll be ready. * Game mode is suitable for game lovers. It boosts your device and makes freer RAM available to play heavy games. If you want to play HD games on your device, first turn on game mode from this app, and then start playing games without
extensions. * Multitle mode manages memory and provides an optimal amount of free RAM. This mode is suitable for those who love to try and have installed several apps on their device. This mode allows you to switch between multiple apps quickly and more responsively. * The default mode restores changes made by this application (if you want to remove this application). The
app also has a Quick Boost feature that kills some useless background apps and makes more free RAM. You can boost your device from the Home screen by using the beautiful Boost widget that comes with this app, or you can boost your device from the appbox by launching this app and clicking the Quick Bet button. Warning: Enhancing your device may cause some
applications to quit unexpectedly. You may see some computers in apps in game mode (which is normal). Turn on game mode only when you want to play games. Note: Unlike other task managers who always live in memory, this application does not leave any active service to eat into your RAM (as I already told you, this is more than standard task manager). So, don't confuse
that this app takes up extra memory, instead it adds extra free memory. * This app is compatible with or without a supercharged ROM, but if your ROM is super boost. Super Boost requirements No additional requirements except rooted. Screenshots See screenshot attachment. Download the instructions Make a full backup of your device (since this app does nothing about rom,
but takes a backup on the safe side) and then install the app as a regular apk. Download link: Paid/Pro version download: XBooster – Pro Free version download: XBooster – Free quote: Changelog: XBooster v5.1.2 * Fixed minfree values for some devices. * Added option to kill system application in free version at the request of the public. * Fixed layout for OSB-compatible
devices. * Removed a few unwanted * Fixed minor defects. XBooster v5.0.1 * New and improved layout. * Much better user-friendly interface. * White list that prevents XBooster from killing apps. * Added option that allows app to kill system app to get more for free * Added option to add system applications to white list. * Added action bar back button for Android 4.0+ devices. *
Fixed OOM_grouping values. * Temporarily removed Show notification option in settings to avoid double notifications. * Deleted multiple unwanted codes. * More stable than the previous version. * Fixed some encoding errors. XBooster v4.5.2 Added schedule add feature. Added show app notification in notification area. The interface changed slightly. Fixed widget issue. The
code has been slightly revised to increase performance. Fixes. XBooster v4.0.1 I forgot to mention the name of changelogi XBooster v3.0, which has been changed to Boost My Xperia™ XBooster. Now, the app supports any device/brand that runs android 2.3+ DRC (Dynamic RAM calculation) to check the algorithm that I have written and implemented for the best boost. Added a
setting that uses the last profile on startup. The code is being revised for optimal efficiency. The new code speeds up the reading/writing of the SD card. The new code saves battery life when the phone is locked or the screen is turned off. All in all, a much smoother and faster device. Boost My Xperia™ v2.0 First official release. Added beautiful interface. Added multiple profiles to
be enhanced. Added widget support. Added user mannual. The code is a little more optimized. Boost My Xperia™ v1.2 Add an optimezed app. Some bug fixed. Boost My Xperia™ v1.0 First published Zelly Cream ROM without interface. Quote: Note: As this app is still in development and I'm adding a new feature requested by multiple users, you can still try this app and suggest
that I make the app even more powerful. Although I originally developed this application to support all Xperia 2011 devices with static RAM computing that works perfectly with devices with 512 MB of RAM. So, if your device has more or less than 512 MB of RAM, don't leave a bad comment here, I'll work with it to add dynamic RAM counting so that it can boost all devices with
more or less than 512 MB of RAM. Again, this app is now available for ICS/JB ROVs, but in the near future it will support more Android devices (2.3+) Edit: This app is now available for Android 2.3+ devices. Endings: This app is inspired by zeppelinrox's v6 SuperCharger script. So all credit to him for inspiring me to develop this app. Thanks also to all my Zelly Cream ROM users
who suggested I add new features and widget to this app. If you like my job, just thank me. All requests/suggestions are always Attached thumbnails The following 72 users say thank you gagan.u20 for this helpful post: [ View ] Gift gagan.u20 Ad-free abdul1987 (May 6, 2013), abhishek 0821(20 May 2013), CygnusHyoga(27.9.2013), adulfo(9.5.2013), Adzz(11.5.2013) 013), anerik
(1.6.2013), Aniruddha10(2.5.2014), amnesty(13 May 2013), aRosario(2nd May 2013), 13 December 2013 2013), axxx007xxxz(October 16, 2014), Ayush Singh(May 30, 2013), boca_lomax_2010(May 17, 2013) 2013) c1-p8(13th January 2016), ChristO1624(5th May 2013), [email protected](17th April 2013), DanielFran(7th May 2013), danlivesey(7th March 2013), dato02(5th May
2013), Dims_Camper(26th January 2014), dywerd(21st May 2013), erikrecca(4th May 2013), fabio94cb(6th May 2013), fanaticprakash(5th May 2013), GDay21(11th November 2014), GEKTHEBOSS(4th May 2013), gothed(24th January 2014), Grian_A(6th May 2013), Groot(13th May 2013), Hank87(11th May 2013), hariharan.ks(11th October 2013), Hash24/7(4th May 2014),
HEZAiKU(7th January 2014), itachilinux(6th May 2013), jazib360(8th March 2013), lehuutoai(10th May 2013), Lim Wee Huat(6th May 2013), loneagl(3rd June 2013), luiscedillo80(6th May 2013), m4RinKo2(22nd July 2013), mandar1997(21st May 2013), manishsingh(6th May 2013) , max_nair(7th May 2013), MNgez(30th October 2013), mzizou10(23rd August 2013), M|ke(5th
May 2013), NoxOn3(16th March 2013), Obartuckc(7th May 2013), ParadiseB(1st January 2015), ponemania82(11th October 2013), razer91(25th July 2013), rkuijpers(6th May 2013), roxandn(6th May 2013), Salman Babri(21st May 2013), Sherwinnn(8th May 2013), ShinOrochiX(13th August 2013), ShoaibAhmed(28th August 2013), shree_tejas(7th May 2013), sixty4rer(6th May
2013), skull47(7th May 2013), smats1027(25th September 2013), smile_ourgame(8th July 2013), TegraSelfie(9th October 2016), thedisturbedone(7th March 2013), the_neo_v_guy(6th May 2013), TTaba74(7th May 2013), whiterider13(6th May 2013), yakuza-eify(30th September 2013), yousef98(27th November 2013), zakaziky(18th June 2018), zeon321(21st May 2013) ,
zomer331(10th May 2013), zotya112(23th December 2013) 7th March 2013, 01:58 PM |#2 OP Passive recognized developer New Delhi Donates me more reserved for future use. March 7, 2013 at 2:51 pm |#3 Senior Member More Try this and report for sure! Xperia T. 7th March 2013, 03:47 PM |#4 Re: [APP][ICS/JB] Boost My Xperia™ - Tiny but Powerfull Tool [07/03/13] Great
app, don't use it for games, but a quick addition instead of restarting my phone all the time. Thank you Posted on LT26i using xda premium 7th March 2013, 04:50 PM |#5 OP Passive recognized developer New Delhi Donate to me More offer: Originally posted disturbedone will try this and report for sure! Xperia T. Quote: Originally released by danlivesey Great, don't use it for
games, but quick bragging instead of restarting my phone all the time. Thank you posted on LT26i using xda premium Thank you. 3.4.2013 at 06.36 |#6 Forum moderator Probably means work or drink beer... Maybe both will donate more offer to me: originally, the thedisturbedone bookmark has published a try and will definitely report! Xperia T. Quote: Originally published as
gagan.u20 Thank you. Have you released T's update? I haven't used this because you said it didn't. T because the RAM was different. On the ARC wire, you said you had code with dynamic RAM management, and that I should keep an eye on the update... But we're still on V2. April 3, 2013 at 06:41 AM |#7 OP Passive recognized developer New Delhi Donate me more quote:
Originally published by Gregbradley Have you released an update for T? I haven't used this because you said it wouldn't work with a T because the RAM was different. In the ARC thread, you said that you have improved the code to dynamically create RAM management, and that I should keep an eye on the update... But we're still on V2. Yes, I managed the code to work with any
device (2.3+) with any RAM size. I will release this version in the Play Store and then update OP to XDA. Also with the new version, this application is known as XBooster. 3.4.2013 at 06.45 |#8 Forum moderator Probably marks work or drinks beer... Maybe both will donate more offer to me: originally released by gagan.u20 Yes, I managed the code to work with any device (2.3+)
with a ram size. I will release this version in the Play Store and then update OP to XDA. Also with the new version, this application is known as XBooster. Ok thank you, so op (V2) version is not an update then? April 3, 2013, 06:55 PM |#9 OP Passive recognized developer in New Delhi donates more quote to me: Originally posted gregbradley OK please, so version of OP (V2) is
not an update then? No, look at the release date. April 3, 2013, 07:46 PM |#10 Senior member gurgaon More Re: [APP][ICS/JB] Boost My Xperia™ - Tiny yet Powerfull Tool [07/03/13] Widget cannot be used in adw launcher. in the adw launcher, the method of selecting the widget is very different. The Xperia boost option is visible, but there is no corresponding widget. Please try
to fix it. Posted on my Xperia X10 using xda premium 3rd April 2013, 08:01 PM |#11 OP Passive recognized developer New Delhi Donates me More Quote: Originally posted on armaan.ag Widget can't use adw launcher. in the adw launcher, the method of selecting the widget is very different. The Xperia boost option is visible, but there is no corresponding widget. Please try to fix
it. Sent to Xperia X10 using xda premium I check it out. On page 22, I would like to do a task task task to open the Here Maps Beta app and make it go straight to Drive mode instead of the default Maps mode. Opening the app is not a problem. I just don't know how to get into Drive mode. I have not found any information about this intention that could do this. Has anyone ever
done this? 10.2.2015 at 20.26 |#2 you need to use a autoinput expander for this. Posted on SM-N9005 using Tapatalk 10th February 2015, 22:14 PM |#3 OP Junior Member More I'm checking Autoinput, but I can't make it work. If I swipe and swipe to open the menu bar then click to click autowrite directly, easysetup will figure it out nicely. But it won't click on it unless I swipe
manually to open the menu. EasySetup doesn't recognize the burger button for a long time by clicking on the menu, and I don't see a way to do an automatic swipe to open the menu. I also tried clicking on x,y where I think the burger button is, but that didn't do anything either. February 11, 2015 at 6:54 am |#4 I've never tried Automatic Ace with maps, but it works well with some
other apps. Posted on SM-N9005 using Tapatalk 8 Jun 2015, 07:39 PM |#5 Junior Member More You can boot directly into driving mode using activity com.here.app.HereGuidanceActivity 9th June 2015, 12:47 PM |#6 OP Junior Member More I tried exactly what I think you did with two items - Launch App - Here - Send Intent Action: com.here.app.HereGuidanceActivity Target:
Activity But still no driving mode. What am I missing? 20th December 2015, 07:47 PM |#7 Junior Member More Found out that you don't have to use intent. Create a normal task in the tasker, click Launch App, and here, press and hold the map icon in the list of apps that opens. In this window, select com.here.app.HereGuidanceActivity from the list. Simple!, this worked for me.
Thank you Pitter Dampfer from Nokia forums for this response. I hope you're okay with this. February 18, 2016 at 8:28 pm |#8 Junior Member More Quote: Originally published as edwinpaul3 You don't have to use intent. Create a normal task in the tasker, click Launch App, and here, press and hold the map icon in the list of apps that opens. In this window, select
com.here.app.HereGuidanceActivity from the list. Simple!, this worked for me. Thank you Pitter Dampfer from Nokia forums for this response. I hope you're okay with this. Does it still work for you? I've tried it and yes, it starts in driving mode... But it doesn't trigger the navigation itself! I put in the data: google.navigation:q=destination_address&amp;navigate= yes is an anoybody
solution? Merci. 24.4.2018 at 02:43 |#9 Junior Member More Hi All, Sorry to bring up an old topic, but I will try to launch HERE Maps in drive mode with Tasker, but I will never work. I also found this link below I can use start Here Maps purpose com.here.intent.action.DRIVE_ASSISTANCE: groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/tasker/_x5Kh6lE3v0 but it doesn't work, Here's my
tasker: Code: A1: Send Intent [ Action:com.here.intent.action.DRIVE_ASSISTANCE Cat:Default Mime Type: Details: Package:com.here.app.maps Category: com.here.app.ExternalIntentActivity Target:Activity ] But when I try for the purpose com.here.intent.action.HOME_SHORTCUT, it works but just navigates home
(here:plus.google.com/+MikkelSkovgaard/posts/dNMVcnvofMZ) Here's a home icon: Code: A1: Send Purpose [ Cat:Default Mime Type: Details: Package:com.here.app.maps Category: Category: Target:Action ] Is there any idea how the tasker starts HERE Maps in drive mode? Did I do anything wrong with my mission? Or do I use a different purpose? How do I get documentation
of all the intentions of HERE Maps apps? Thank you First Quote: Originally published by SGSII does it still work for yours? I've tried it and yes, it starts in driving mode... But it doesn't trigger the navigation itself! I put in the data: google.navigation:q=destination_address&amp;navigate= yes is an anoybody solution? Merci. May 11, 2018, 04:48 AM |#10 Junior Member More I found
a solution in this URL: otofun.net/threads/danh-gia-dau-android-c500-va-cac-huong-dan-ky-thuat.1266502 It's in Vietnamese, but run it for Google translation, basically you can run HereGuidanceActivity, only if your device is rooted: Code: If your computer has a root device, can run the mode driver through the task as follows: Option 1: Create a tásk option with the name, select +
(insert) -&gt; Code -&gt; Run shell -&gt; and type the command line (this is how the test was successful) Code: am start -n com.here.app.maps/com.here.app.HereGuidanceActivity But unfortunately you have a rooted device. Quote: Originally posted by first.sandjaja Hi All, Sorry to bring up the old topic, but I try to launch here maps on drive mode with Tasker, but I never work. I
also found in this link below I can use start Here Maps with the intention com.here.intent.action.DRIVE_ASSISTANCE: groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/tasker/_x5Kh6lE3v0 But it doesn't work, here's my mission: Code: A1: Submit purpose [ Action:com.here.intent.action.DRIVE_ASSISTANCE Cat:Default Mime Type: Details: Package:com.here.app.Category:
com.here.app.ExternalIntentActivity Target:Activity ] But when I try for a purpose com.here.intent.action.HOME_SHORTCUT, it works, but just navigate home (can be found here: plus.google.com/+MikkelSkovgaard/posts/dNMVcnvofMZ) Here's a tasker home icon: Code: A1: Submit intent [ Action:com.here.intent.action.HOME_SHORTCUT Cat:Default Mime Type: Details:
Package:com.here.app.maps Category: com.here.app.ExternalIntent TargetActivity:Activity ] Any idea of how to launch HERE Maps in drive mode? Did I do anything wrong with my mission? Or do I use a different purpose? How do I get documentation of all the intentions of HERE Maps apps? Thank you First Page 23 Love is always trendy! So it's worth trying Love Quiz - Trivia
Questions and Answers - a sweet app for killing time, having fun and maybe learning new things. No, it's not another empty, gossipy app full of tabloid and flavor-filling facts. It actually has to provide a lot of facts about love that comes from historical figures, poets, leaders and what not, PLUS it can be done in 14 different languages. Love quiz – Trivia questions and 24.8.2017,
08:35 |#2 OP Senior Member More art quiz Hello there art art and enthusiasts! The new artistic application is here! Art Quiz offers plenty of interesting questions and answers related to the most famous works of art, artists, their eccentricity and interesting facts about life. You can test your knowledge and have fun in 14 different languages. If you need help, you can get it, and if you
show yourself knows everything, you will be rewarded with a certificate! Talk enough, have fun and enjoy! Art Quiz: Trivia questions and answers: amp;amp;hl=en 28.8.2017 at 08.53 |#3 OP Senior Member More Football Quiz - Sports Trivia Here's a new trivia app! This time play Soccer Quiz: Sports Trivia with questions and answers, and show how much you know about this
world's most famous sport. Learn new things about football teams around the world, their players, coaches and what not. This quiz app can also be played in 14 different languages. If you don't know the answer to any question, don't worry: you can skip it or ask for help. All of these for fun! So try it and enjoy! Football Quiz: Sports Trivia: amp;amp;hl=en.9.2017 08:33 |#4 OP Senior
Member More General Quiz How much do you really know about the world around you? Play the latest quiz - General Quiz - to find out! Use this brain bully to get a reminder of some facts, do it in 14 different languages and have fun! General quiz: amp;amp;hl=en 20.9.2017 at 08.50 |#5 OP Senior Member More Geography Quiz How many of us are the real James Cooks of the
world? How many of us are interested in or known about geography? Find out for yourself by playing this amazing quiz app – Geography Quiz – full of questions and answers, colorful images, fun facts, interesting features and graphics, and what not. In addition to sharpening your knowledge of geography, you can also improve your language skills, as the quiz is available in 14
different languages! Challenge yourself and get a certificate! You have fun! Geography quiz: amp;amp;hl=en.10.2017 at 09:16 |#6 OP Senior Member More animal quiz Just because some of us may have pets, that doesn't mean we know everything about animals! There's a new quiz video questions and answers app – play Animal Quiz and be amazed at how much you'll find out
about so many strange creatures! Of course, the fun facts, nice graphics, many foreign languages and certificates make it so much funnier and more competitive! Do it, do it! Animal quiz: amp;amp;hl=en.10.2017 08:51 |#7 OP Senior Member More world history quiz Get ready for a new challenge! Use your brain, remember everything information and facts and solve one more quiz
– World History Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers! With 150 common history questions and answers, you'll read 150 very funny history facts you've never heard before. History teaches life, you can get a lesson in a fun way! Why not? Enjoy it! World History Quiz: 09:58 |#8 OP Senior Member Add a food quiz Here's a new challenge for canteens and gourmets – a food quiz full of
amazing trivia questions and answers! Even if you're none of these, you're likely to become after playing this tempting food and drink quiz! It can now be played in 15 languages, so see where you can shine! Just be careful: you're hungry! Food quiz: amp;amp;hl=en.11.2017 10.47am |#9 OP Senior Member Add true or wrong Quiz Another fun trivia game, full of interesting and
tricky quiz questions - True or false quiz! It may seem very easy because all you have to do is tap the truth or the lie, but it really isn't! That's why it's challenging! One set of questions, interesting facts, very colorful and creative, and available in 16 different languages! You have fun! True or false quiz: at 10.35am |#10 OP Senior Member More Trivia quiz - Fun trivia questions Sit
down, make yourself comfortable and get popcorn because here comes the time for triviavisa: Fun trivia questions! It's just perfect for leisure, relaxation and fun! Yes, you can learn a lot of new interesting things, but most of all you get some of the right entertainment! Try it and see what makes this quiz so special! Trivia quiz: Fun trivia questions: amp;amp;hl=en 27.12.2017, 09:15
|#11 OP Senior member More quiz for Clash Royale™ It's been a while since the game caused a big bang! It's everywhere and everyone likes it! How much do you really know about your favorite game?! Test your knowledge and find out if you're just a regular or legendary player, play Quiz for Clash Royale! Get a quiz now and enjoy it! Clash Royale quiz™: amp;amp;hl=en page
24 Very powerful but beautiful app for both Sahih Al-Bukhari and Sahih Muslim search | ملسمو يراخبلا  حيحص  . If you like this app, share it with your friends, write a nice review for a minute or give it a 5-star rating on Google Play. It would be very helpful to me. Thank you! Properties:Offline. Small .apk (6.8MB only). Tolerance with potentially confusing Arabic brands such as ((1)، ،إ أ ،
ى ، 1 Smart Search: You can perform accurate and partial search at the same time! surround only exact sentences with quotation marks . Find Sahih Al-Bukhari, Sahih Muslim or both. If Hadith isn't in both books, you can search for it sunnah.com with just one click. Manage the maximum number of search results in settings. Automatically cut extra spaces from queries. Search .(آ ،
without Arabic diacritics (tashkeel) and get results with Arabic diacritics. Save, copy, share, find (google search) any Hadith. Beautiful design. Supports both Arabic and English (user interface only), hopefully translations will be added in the future. Fast, intelligent and efficient. Free, no ads. Permissions: Network: Check for updates. Change log: v1.9.9.5 [10-2-2018] - Support
android multi-window mode. - Improving performance. - Ui improvements. v1.9.9.2 [03-10-2017] - New logo and better artowork. - Ui improvements. v1.9.8.4 [25-09-2017] - Smart Search: You can perform an accurate search and partial search at the same time! surrounds only precise sentences with quotation marks . - Added a search guide to get the most accurate resolution
from the app. - Multiple performance improvements. v1.9.7.3 [10-09-2017] - Fixed crash on some devices thanks to reporting a crash! - debugging and performance improvements. v1.9.7.1 [31-08-2017] - Maintained the difference between Arabic letters ((1)(1)(، 1 () 1 () 1 () 1 () 1 () 1 () in order to avoid false blessing. - Rapid improvements. - Smoother scrolling. v1.9.6.5 [27-08-2017] (ه 1
- Fixed crash when device is running out of memory. - Huge rapid improvements. v1.9.6.3 [22-08-2017] - Added Android Oreon Support. - Smoother scrolling. - Saved Hadiths are now ordered correctly. - UI &amp; UX improvements. - Performance Improvements &amp; Small Bugfixes. v1.9.4.1 [16-08-2017] - Better web search algorithm for preparing hadith. - If Hadith isn't in
both books, sunnah.com instead of Google. - Multiple UI &amp; UX improvements. - Better animations &amp; touch feedback. - Bugfixes &amp; Performance Improvements. v1.9.1.1 [12-08-2017] - Highlight verses (Ayat) of the Koran. - Removed default highlighting as it was quite disturbing. - Many UI &amp; UX improvements: Better icons, more informative texts. - Redesigned
design for tablets, large screens and horizontally. - If Hadith isn't in both books, you can search for it online in one click. - Many performance and bonnet women's improvements. - On the About screen, evaluate the app. - Debuggings. v1.7.1.0 [05-08-2017]: - The application can be transferred to an SD card. - Search both Sahih Al-Bukhar and Sahih Muslim at the same time. -
Debuggings. v1.6.3.0 [02-08-2017]: - New search setting: automatically remove extra spaces. - New search option: Maximum number of results. - Optimized search speed. - Optimized memory usage. - User interface and minor debuggings. - Updated from the Details screen. v1.3 [24-07-2017]: - ignorance of Arabic letters (1)(1)(1)(1) and ه because they may confuse some users.
- better Shading page, using tab layout. - reduced the apk size to 6.8mb. - slightly improves UX by displaying progress bars. - better horizontal layout. - better About page. - corrected language error after direction. - general debuggings. If you want to support the development of this app, feel free to DONATE. Attached thumbnails The following 22 users say thank you mhashim6: [
View ] babo1983 (22nd July 2017), bayanster (1st September 2017), benjat(2nd October 2017), biozipboleh(29 Aug 2017), heaven 19292(28th August 2017), chokrifri (12.2.2018), Gachmuret(13.2.2018), KingUsman (28.7.2017), Лithium-Фusion(12) 8.2017), lightjustnight(19.8.2017), Sebastian505(23.9.2017)), mubeenshahid(14 May 2018), MUHAMMAD.suryadi(5.8.2017) ),
naifaharsy(30.8.2017), nayaz99(26.7.2017), schrickz(24.7.2017), sgeto(21.7.2017), Sh0X31(21). 6 August 2017), thafath(24 July 2017), Xzborneo87(22.7.2017), yshalsager(22.12.2018), zygteo(30.8.2017) 22.7.2017, 12:22 AM |#2 Nice, Thank you so much for this wonderful app, God bless you 23.7.2017 , 05:05 |#3 Quote: Originally published by ainurrofiq Nice, Thank you so
much for this great app,, God bless you Glad you like it, Amen. July 24, 2017 at 11:24 pm |#4 Senior Member Montreal More Great app, please. Can you add surveys by page, topic JAK. July 25, 2017 at 12:38 p.m. |#5 a new update: v1.3 [24-07-2017]: Code: ignorance of Arabic letters '1(1) and 'ه' as they may be confusing to some users. better saved Ahadith page with tab
layout. smaller apk size to 7MiB. slightly improving the UX by displaying the progress bars. better horizontal layout. better About the page. corrected error after language direction. common debuggings. 25 July 2017, 12:44 AM |#6 Offer: Originally released by thafath Great app, please. Can you add surveys by page, topic JAK. When it comes to browsing topics, I can see what I
could do about it, but note that fast/effective search is my top priority at the moment, and I also don't understand what you mean about the pages? Thank you. 26 July 2017, 07:44 AM |#7 Senior Member Montreal Add Quote: Originally written by mhashem6 When it comes to browsing topics, I can see what I could do about it, but note that fast/effective search is my top priority at
the moment, but I don't understand what you mean by the pages. Thank you. I agree that search is more important and works well. I don't think the way to investigate hurts, because all the information already exists, why not. It's good for people who need to find and browse the book, but this depends on how much work/effort is needed and how complicated it is to add it. Thank
you. 29 July 2017, 06:18 PM |#9 2nd August 2017, 01:42 AM |#10 new update v1.6.0.0.0 outdoor Code: New search setting: remove delete spaces automatically. New search option: Maximum number of results. optimized search speed. Ui improvements and minor debugging. updated from the About screen. Page 25 Game Controller Mapper is a must-have app that everyone has
been asking for months. It's right here. Now you just map the buttons and analog sticks on the game controller in a simple interface ONCE. And use any controller to play any game or emulator that supports game controllers natively. Simply Plug &amp; Play. Only the first 20 requests from the XDA would be allowed to test the beta for free. You can test related to the G+ Beta
community below. Additional features: - Turn analog sticks - Use analog stick as DPAD (Excellent for emulators). - Adjust the dead zone of analog sticks according to your blessing. - Use DPAD by analogy (useful for controllers without analog stick) - More features are under construction. Common issues it fixes - Infinite rotation of the camera in connection with the controller -
Most buttons not detected by the Game/Emulator - Incorrect button detection in games. - Invalid analog stick shaft detection. Important : Requires a root. To join the XDA Beta Program, join this Google Plus community. Further information will be provided in the Community. Attached Thumbnails 27.12.2016 at 12.40 |#2 27.12.2016 at 19.08 |#3 More request for beta testing. I also
asked to join the Google+ community, but I'm still waiting. So how exactly does this app work? Does it need a Game Controller 2 Touch Pro? 27 December 2016, 09:14 PM |#4 Offer: Originally published as Antitype Request to test beta. I also asked to join the Google+ community, but I'm still waiting. So how exactly does this app work? Does it need a Game Controller 2 Touch
Pro? Not. It is a separate application. It's connected to the Game Controller Test project and will be live in the Play Store instead of beta-testing. May 11, 2018 at 3:09 p.m. |#5 Junior Member More Xbox emulator has been some way simplified compared to the previous Anno game. One of my friends is the craziest fan to play GTA on the XBOX console he plays on Xbox after
buying an Xbox live 50 euro kaufen that offers a variety of games, also visit the Press-start.com Page 26 website Are you tired of looking for nutrition diets and advice? Download now from Google Play: Nutritionist Medical, Weight Management, Detox, Athlete and Vegan Diet in One Place? With Nutrition Informer Android, you can simply look at all kinds of diet plans consisting of
daily meals for a simple, healthy and relaxing life. Food rich in calories, protein, iron, calcium, potassium, fiber, magnesium, carbohydrates, cholesterol, include and add foods that help with heartburn, colds, acne, diabetes, depression, anxiety, stress, constipation, goth and inflammation. Provides users with the ability to lower body fat. In addition, it appears daily daily nutrition
news. &lt;Mod edit=&gt; No development, no download link. Thread closed. Closed. &lt;/Mod&gt;
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